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CURRENT APPROMES TO THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

LE F...:Al:CAIS AU POT-POUL:d.

Martin T. Barrett
1'lcCluer High School

or
ADAPT T:fE "OfT,::-OLA"

TO OF FO.:EIG:: L?..GUAG3

CD
The pnrpnce of t : :ts Paper iz to describe one attempt at

1=1 modifyin:; environent of a ibreir,n Langua,!:o class-
1..1 room. clacsroo.:: is located at ;:cCluer Ugh School, a

sO,urban 1..fgh so:leel in :7...Lori:scant, ;1i::souri; this is Dart of
continuin: recoarca t.'is school distict fcr lansuago
loarnin,i; 1-eL:un seve.1 years a :o uner thc title "The ::COluer Plan
for Foreign Lanuare Learninl:". This e%2orinent is in French;
it is being conducted by the author. rills paper will describe

I. The l:cCluer Plan-- What it is,

II. The Pnilosophy of the Open-Classroom and
its application to Foreign Languar:e learning,

III. The Specifics of the present experiment

IV. Some hopes -- some Fears.

r
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I. THE nccuER PLAT: That it is:

The Foreign Langua:L.e classes in the Ferguson-Florissant
School District of .3t. Lo :.:.4s Clunty, have been follo*::ing
a program of studeies called the ;...celuer Plan, named after
what was in 1966 a large senior hi :;i1 The program
has been used in throe junior high schools starting in the
seventh grade in French and !panish, with Latin and German
available after the ninth grade.

The ::(...Cluer Plan is an organization of materials and person-
nel stressin.; indiviaualized oacin of learning, continuous preTress,
peer learning in selail groups, discrete language skill develorment
adaptable to students' mode of learning. It is conceived as
a student-activity oriented program; student responsibility
for learning is stressed.

The programs in French, Spanish and German are constructed
around the anston Series: EC'ATER ET PARLER,
PARLER ET LIRE; E;:i.E:D2R Y HAF.:LA2, EN LAS Ai.22IOAS; VERSE:iEH
UU) SPREC= (Revised). These are the core lan:;uage materials
being taught n the .Feruson-51orissant ::chool District. There
is a wide range of teacher-DuDil interaction patterns in the various
schools. In come cases there is much control of the pacing with
more or less traditional clas.. ...outing in others more choice
is allowed the student.
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Discrete language skill development activities adaptable
to the student's node of learning are an integral part of the
McCluer :Ian materials. it is the purpose of these activities
to teach skills rather tan juut materiaa content. i'neA
of each :trrs._ses audio-comprehension; Ihase ,

':, the more complex chills of total comnnication
and f:t:,ple itLi:g and reading; .'..arse D explains gra!--ear concep,s.
The tasic intent is that a student orogress through these four
phases in orthlr; a student ray find that he succeeds better by
following a different order; for exLmple: some students who have
difficulty in as-imilating new content find that doing :Chase L,
pronunciation, first, hell:: them to achieve bettor results in
Phase 41 with less time involved. Li::cwise, Phase D, Gra=ar
could be studies first with the other Phases following. A student
can also concentrate on Phase A or 1-h: se I, of a number of lessons
before doing the other work in those_lessons.

valuation is built into the materials. There is at least
one "test" for each phase. The tests faay be used as dia-mostic
or evaluative instruments, according to the student's and teacher's
"educational soP:listication".

In Eay 1972, first and second-level students in French, Spanish
and German (first level-- first and second year; second level--
third and fourth year) scored statistically with the i;ational
avere on the leimsleur l'roficiency tests. Those students who
had finished at least three-fourtlis of the lessons in the basic
texts scored above everage. The Pimslcur Tests are intend:A
for students who have completed at least three-fourths of a basic
text.

In general, English has been used by teachers and students
in the Frrguson-P'_ orissant District for cor.nunication in the
classroom in running the program in the first level and in many
in-tances in the more advanced levels.

II. THE PHILOSOPHY OF T'AE OPE:I-CLASSROOMITS APPLICATION TO
FOREIGN LAI;GUAGE LEARilING

What is an "open-classroom?

More than anything it is an attitude,
a state of mind on the part of teacher and student
an"ambiance" an environment intended to foster

learning.

To think of open-mindedness as opposed to close-mindedness
on the part of teacaer and student in the mutual pursuit of
common relevant goals is perhaps to be on the right track.
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To have clear-cut options in achieving clear-cut goals
is still on the right track.

To tear out walls, or not to build them, in order to achieve
open spaces more frequently than not is on the wrong track.

To put a group of teachers or a teaching team into a classroom
or group of classrocus more often than not is on the wrong track.

To allow students to do whatever they wish, whenever they
wish, and however they wish is definitely on the wrong track.

To allow st.,(lents the right to make mistakes in seeking
solutions to their problems without penalizing them may be on
the right track.

To help students learn how to learn and to aid them in the
clarification of goals and objectives is on the right track.

The open-classroom is a learning environment where the
student finds a storehouse of highly structured learning exper-
iences with multiple options to suit his personal needs. It
provides opportunities for independent work, socially dynamic
group learning and professional guidance from the teacher.
It makes use of all resources available in the community and
'it feeds back into the community.

How does all this apply to the Foreign Language classroom?

The Foreign Language classroom is too often a closed door
learning situation. Requirements for admission and continuing
are only too often subject matte^ orLented and in this respect
almost entirely reflect the cogmtive domain. A Pre-determined
amount of subject matter as presented in a publishers set of
books controls what ,.;;)es on and how much is covered, Basic
skills may be developed: but more often than not content rather
than skills determines cuccess or failure.

Teacher or student options as to methods and/or content are
not open. Relevance to the target culture and/or the learning-
subject, the student, is often lacking. The affective domain
is slighted in classroom procedures and outcomes.

Foreign Language learning in its broad sense includes more
than language learning. Among other things it includes learning
to understand and to accept as valid a culture and its people
that differ from one's own. Humanistically, the affective objectives
may be more justifiable than those referring to cognitive language
skills. In fact, most teachers of Foreign Languages subjectively
will agree that anyone who wits to participate in a foreign



culture will learn its language system.

The option of exnloring and participating in a meaningful
foreign cultural xlocrionce, even on a short term basis, should
be open to all students. The basic requirements of most Foreign
Language colirsos do not encourage this type of learning. Stress
on four to six years continuous sequences may produce a handful
of devotees, but it do'Js not maintain nor encourage increased
participation in Forei:m Language learning. The open-mindedness-
and open-door policies of the open-classroom may be a remedy
for ailing ineffectual programs.

III. SPECIFICE) TIIE );

A. Physical facilities:

1. One classroom 25x40 feet equipped with tables and chairs;
8 carrels for taped materials; one overhead. screen and
projector; one slide projector; one filmstrip viewer;
one 16 rim projector; adequate shelves for storage of
materials; one chalk board; carpeted floor; no air-
conditioning; 200 feet from interztate highway

2. One language laboratory-- fully equipt with individual
recorders

3. One resource center containing tapes, books, magazines
dictionaries and encyclopedias.

B. Personnel:
1. 100 (one hundred) students of French grouped into five

sections,each section containing beginning students
thru sixth year advanced students. are first
level (first and second year); 32 are second level
(third and fourtl' year); 13,.; are third level (fifth and
sixth year)

2. Staff-- one teacher; two paraprofessionals supervising
language lab and resource center; native speakers in
the community as available.

C. Strateries:
1. ro r non--raded experiences-- All students in a section

witn the 1-eac.-1r ta.:in; part in gaL;e-L-draulationz.,-, simple
learning games adaptad from social science classes, self-
concept building techniques, fantasy, value clarification
activities, cooking and food preparation and enjoyment,
song and dance activities, guest speakers, movies and
audio-visual happenings
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Some of those activities are one session affairs
with follow up exercioes on vocabulary or
affective reaction; others, as in the case of some
Cxne-:-:tmulations and simple learning games may be
several wee;: in length of can be repeated as desired
by students and Leacher at regular intervals.

One of Goals of many of these common experiences is to
encourage the student to research and invent similar
learning activities for the class.

These comon experiences are in the Foreign Language,
and in so.:e instances have different levels of parti-
cipation according- to ability of the student.

2. Develon-en tal Courses-- reauired of all students
Each studc.n-,: is w, coe. stage of development in Foreign
Language and appreciation. Using the materials
available, the :cCluer Plan co,Iter et Parlor, l'arier
et Lire and/or Pro-re--.ed .:oP6L!,- and :ritin:- (,urrouc;hs)
the newly released lAaloTue
Africain a,:azine articles and slides(0777 ..,..Leh and Z::nressOand books in the
resource center, Lc) construct ior each student or preferably
for groups of students a program of work to develop
the i:part the coLcepts necessary for con-
tinuous progress

3. Ilini-C:,vrzes Optional
As need arises or interest suggests one session or
several session activity for groups of students given
by the teacher. These can be centered around grammar
concocts, language structures, cultural items; these
can be open to all students in the school, and will be
in the target la::,:uaL,e or in ::Inglish depending on the
situation. Students will be encouraged to develop
mini-courses of their own for class or group presentation.

4 Indenendent Stdv Optional
As the na,le implies, cccording to the individual student's
desires and capabilities-- completely open ended as to
content and purpose and method

D. POle of the Teacher:

1. Facilitator of learning-- to organize and present learning
experiences to cacti student and to encourage and motivate
according to individual needs.

2. To offer continuous opportunity to communicate in the
Foreign Language. The Common 1:>:periences are in the
target languare. The teacher mast manipulate these activi-
ties in such a way that all students can participate
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according to their abilities.

3. To offer individual help as needed in the Developmental
Coursers

4. Toether with each student to evaluate the progress of
that student

E. Time Allott=ts: Each section 55 minutes daily.

1. Coion -- Three times a week-- usually for
one ..j.nutes)

2. 1),,vol r,1 Cellrses-- Classroom group (peer learning)
and 1.hroe five sessions per week

3. ni-Coursos- - twice weekly , one session each.

IV. SOME FEARS--SME HOPES

It is with some trepidation that the author undertakes this
experiment. It is not fcr fear that he is on the wrong path,
it is not for fear of failing due to misguidel zeal. It is
for fear that he cannot live up to the students' expectations
and wants. He is also afraid that if others see his lack of
success they may say that all these innovative ideas arc a waste
of time and will continue to isolate themselves more and more
fron the total scool community. And then there is the eternal
search for and preParation of new materials and learning experi-

ences-- and that takes time.

There is much that is challenging across these United States.
Successful examples of what this paper is trying to do already
are in existence in California, ..;aohington, iLinnesota,
i ow York; the author has net the writers and organizers of these
mentioned, and he is sure that many others exist Therefore he
hopes that this present effort will encourage others to do and
write about what they do.

It is hoped that this experiment will be another step forward
toward integrating the Foreign Langux;e program into the total
school curriculula and offer what it can to language arts, literature
and rhetoric and grammar, fine arts, music, painting, sculpture,
art appreciation, dram; philosophy and social studies, history,
anthropology, psychology, sociology, positYe self-concept devel-
ment-- in other words , the whole range of the mind and heart of
11,41.



WE CAN TEACH ANYONE TO SPEAK FRENCH

By Rita Randolph, Longview Community Coll.

Often the first thing Q seeker does is to chanpe
the title of his paper from the one which is printed on
the pro.ram. The reeson is probably th;t in accepting
the invitet ion to speak, he tied to reply tv return lail,
which efforded him little enough time to formulate his
position, selch lespelect an ;ppropriate title. Accord-
ingly, I should like to chenge the title of this paper to:
"1,.editetions of a Junior College reacher ,:iust Off Fro-
bation".

An incident from my first yeer in junior collepe
teaching will nerve to introduce my protlem. One day, a
feu minutes Lefore the record sem,:ater French cleee began,
I showed a picture of my daughter to three students. They
went back into e corner of the room, held an extended con-
ference, then proudly said to re: "Votre fille est tree
jolie ". It was e shock to realize that students who work
hard end attend close regularly should have to confer in
order to make cuch e elmple statemert in French. Of
course I knew that three studente were not potential
French teachers. Their capatilltles lay in other areas
than foreign. 1 nguege. Eowever they were studying French
with a great deal of interest, end this little incident
made me feel that the course was not meeting their needs.

It was true that the textbook which hRd been recom-
mended to me wee culturelly oriented to the extent that
students would find it much easier to say that '2t. Louis
is on the 1;iesi-e4rpi than to make 9 comment stout my
daughter. The mein virtue of the text was considered to
be its efficieney;in the presentation of besic structure.
It was indeed efficient. By the end of the first semester
four tenses, some tenty irregular verts, direct and in-
direct object pronouns, comparison of yd:.ectives and ad-
verts and .eeny other constructions were presented and et
such a rete that only 2 linguisticvlly talented student
could master them ell.

As student teachers, we all remember being warned to
teach for the beet students and let the mediocre studerts
do the best they can. Clearly the text I was using had
been selected with the eup?rior student in mind, for who
else would be capable of trunsfering his knowledge from
erudite eub:,ect matter to every day situations? As a neo-
phyte junior college teacher, I learned something else:
the importence of adequately prepering the student who
might transfer to a senior college in the middle of the
year. It was imperative to have covered at least as much

i
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meterial as they cover in the first semester senior
colleee eller:. In thie last mtter, the pride of the
junior collere in the ouelity of its instruction figured
as Tuch a's the welfare and convenience of the students in
question. Considering the coeplete freedom which text-
book weitere ;.'el to i.eve in selectint first and second
semester otjectivcs, it is a wonder to me that students
who trensfer ever do eervive. It WA' this point which
prevented me frem changing my text for two years, although
I recognized very soon thet it was too difficult for my
students.

could
In the past, welleseume that if a student was capable

of reaching college, he knew hog. to analyze his native
lanuage end was thus preoered to learn a foreign leneeege
with ease. We know that this is not true todey. 'Senior
college teachers have been compleining for year: about the
inability of students to write in EnElieh. In the junior
college, our open door policy is as eood as a guarantee
that students will often be linEuistically hendiceoped.
Ky question is: In the liF.ht of a changed student body,
mumt we continue to tetch as if only the superior students
matter in 'he lona run? "ehen students sin up for our
courees because they went to travel or learn to communicate
with foreign relatives, must the pace and meterial selected
be suitable for the best studenta oniy? kuet a textbook
which an average foreign language student could appreciate
necessarily be inadequate to the needs of an exeelieet
student? And finally, are we foreign language teachers in-
cepable of realizing that if we are going to have students
to teach at ell, we are going to have to place success
within the reach of the average student who is willing to
work?

It might be appropriate here to examine some of the
so-called weaknesses of the averege non-linguisticvlly
talent student. To begin with, such a student does not
know west lereruege consists of. He do .; not know 1:hat
makes a thought complete. he does not know w noun from a
verb. The ten:ice of ver'ee are enutheale to him. He view..
the foreign lenguage as a word for word trunelytion of hies
own language, welch expluine why few :retch students' ever
master the uege of such expressions as "venir de faire
eueleue cto-e". He cannot grasp the idea that to have done
domething ie a lingeistic entity worthy of its own ex-
pression in French. H. seems incseitle of accepting' the
idea that Frerch and Spanish speakers use the verb "to have"
in expressions of age. To him it may be stupid. He will
re;seect the idea and refuse to learn it.
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Yerriorized dielowees heve fallen into diefevor not
becuune they ere tad in thempelvee, but beceuet we tea=
chere hove felled to teach st;dente to adapt each line
of meeorized dieloeue to meet epecific need?. This is not
9n euey tope with y ttudents who see no raletionehip
between:"The Look 1E on the table" and "lhe Look it eeier
the ehLir." Woose yel , I have r;d students re,;ect the
very ieee of mimiCeing and followine model beceuee in
English cleesev, they are encouraFed to be oriwinil,
creetive. %io why not is French cleeW I em referring
to the t'epe of student wno enewers "dleccord" when Weed:
"Cori exit ellez-roue e " on the round that "d'eccord"
wens OK, doesn't it? i.nd why do we elweys have to give
the meeorized answer ?"

Withal, the worst student ill learn certain things
in a foeien lengoege which meet his needs or capture his
fancy. All of us heve at one time or another met the
lezitet student we ever hed only to heir hie. sound forth
loudly in thp one thin:_ which he remembers about the 'fl.
course, vivne us (and the world) the impreeeion tha t
after all, maybe our efforts were not entirely in vain.

For three years, I have hed the uneery feeling that
eost of my herd-woreing uveri,;:e students leerned u greet
deal of French, tet that neither they nor I knew exactly
whet in French they nee yarned. For two years, I have
been looking for e text whicn would be effective for the
average as well 4,51 the excellent student.

At the AATF convention in Kew Orltens, I heard Karl
S. Pond speak about the lange6ge laboratory. He mention-
ned three things which lenereseed ee greatly: 1. that in
his Opinion, foreign lengueae depertTents should Fo out
of the l ;toratory business and leeve the equipment to the
resource center; 2. that students should thoroughly marter
overnight ell materials presented in class and should be
tested on them the following day; 3. that students should
have control of the source of the lesson meterial. For
this he recoemended smell ceseette tape recorlers which
students could check out of the library. He also added
that he elves only three gredes: A if the student 's
performence eqeele the teacher's; B if the, material is
well learned but slightly inferior to the teacher;:; end
F for failure to master the materiel. As he talked, 'Ai%

3
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Fond referred to a new French textbook which he bud just
putlieted containirg lively dialov_ces, short enough to
be martered overnigClt. This idea attracted me for my
avere" students becaune I was realize

that me:Lori:zed lints are after, uAoful without too ..uch
adapts:Jon if they are geared to student needs in the
first plce.

On examininE Pond's text: French by Deerves
1

, I
found a startlim thing: no verb is formally inroduced
before tee fourteenth leeeon. The first thirteen leerons
pre devoted to the formPtlon of good pronunciation habits
and to the French noun its modifiers. Thy: third per-
son eincellr arJ plural form! of the verbs "avoir" and
etve" are used to iake simple sentences like: "Notre
fille ert tree :olle." This postpoeement of detailed verb
study should prove helpful to the non - talent student who
would normally experience enough difficulty at the begin-
ning of the course: in learning to handle the masculine and
feminioe gender of nouns and odjectives- a concept so very
forelEn to English. There are gremmar explanations for
the students who can profit from them, but for all re
are pattern drills to be mastered overright. Thus any-
one who in wnling to.study can learn to speak correct
French and know exactly what he is saying because the
drills are translated. Pond :Delete that studentc know
what it is they are learning. Furthermore, since both
diclogus and drills are snort, the author believes that
the whole class can be tested in the average period.
Finally, there are yelf-tests arranged in prograamed style
for immediate reinforcement.

Speaking of teats, I must admit that the first French
students I ever had told me tnat I did not know how to
make a test which they could pass. How right they were
1,), test items generally require two or three transforms-
tiona for one answer. I realize now that such quections
are too difficult for the non-talent student. He can re- -
call eometh*na he has memorized, or perform one transforma-
tion such a s from singular to plural, or masculine to
feminine. out to require more than one transforlation per
answer is to reduce nis chances of succers significantly.
Pond's snoosch to foreign language learning it complete
meetery of e limited amount of material. In classroom
preatice sessions, in real life situations, or when heir
tested, it should be a pleasure for students to recall

1 Pond, Karl S., French la Degrees, (Englewood. Cliffs:
Prentice hall,Inc. 1970).
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their well-learned French.

I would like to conclude this ouper with another
illustrative incident, this time from my own school days
in Rew York State. Havina road in the State ColleFe
catalole that students w,;.0 took college mathematics in
high tte.:Yi 'Kould in excure.i fr:a tnkim it in college,
I lar.:ediut..ly sou-ht wbrmis,ion to take anior math in
high scnc.ol. Since I was not u very Food vtudent in
math, I had to work very hard. i y tez;cher tauvht me. I
WgE he.: dull student. I mlvcr could do the home assign-
ments in olJr text, aid I always felt that the C's which
I received on my report card represented my teacher's
uppre.cirtion of my dlligence more than any thin: else,
No,ver I scored .97 on the final state examination in
Advanced AlFebra, u fact which nobody We able to under-
stand.

Yeare later, when the mathematics teachers in our
Kansas City School System N.1.-re selecting new texts, I
recli,ed that I had been a 13 level student in an A level
math class. clnssmates were potential engineers. The
problems in their text were pre-enuineerinez oroblenc-too
difficult, for me. had I been in a class where the text
used merely prptented the basic principals of algebra,
and exercires-Just difficult enough to test magtery of
those orincipais (ti a did t'e state examination), I woold
have experIe.lccd less frustration vnd more du to day
success. I was a minority in th.tt pre-enginr-ering class.
I could not expect to have the majority use a text suited
for me.

In our beEinnica foreign langucEe classes, I belier:-
that the linguistically talented students are in the n.inor-
ity. There are people in ull walks of life who hate fors- .

elEn langunEes because In those required courses they were
stretched to fit textbooks written for the best minds in
the field. It would seem to be far slre.pler, ar.d more
humane to choose a text suited to the non-talented majority
and provide sunpl:,mentary material if necessary for the
promisint minority. 'Ibe "turfy of foreign larquages need
rot be to difficult for everyone but a select few. I
believe thct we can tench anyone to speak French, but we
must choose the ri,:ht text.

Rita K. Randblph
Instructor in
French and Spanish

Loneview Com. Col.
Lee's summit, mo.



The Use of Puppetry in the Teaching of Foreign Languages

By Jacques C. Chicoineau, Webster College

In our days, when somebody talks about 'puppets', 'puppetry' or
'marionettes', most of the time one sees immediately a group of
young children, seated on the flocr of a nursery school, or at
a birthday party, watching some kind of Punch and Judy play.
It is indeed unfortunate to see that puppetry, which was for
centuries an entertainment for adults, is now, for many people,
merely "kids' stuff".

Puppetry is more than that. It is a form of dramatic art, which
cannot only attract the most sophisticated audiences, but also
fascinate the greatest minds. In the past, musicians such as
Lully, Gluck, Mozart, Haydn, Bizet, Chopin and Liszt who improvised
on the piano during the performances given by George Sand, painters
like Delacroix, Paul Klee, writers like Lesage, Goethe, who found
the idea of his Faust while watching a puppet show, George Bernard
Shaw, Anatole France, were patrons of this art. It is also one of
the oldest form of dramatic expression (if not THE oldest). But
it is even more than that, and here we have the reason of this
communication; it is in addition, a magnificent tool for us, as
teachers, and especially teachers of Foreign languages, for it is
"par excellence" an audio visual device, the most versatile, the
most flexible, and the most portable, as it can be reduced to one
or two puppets in the hands of the ins.::uctor. Puppetry can be
used in a wide range of situations in the classroom. Not only can
it help us to teach, but it can as well be of a great help for the
student who has to overcome inhibitions such as bashfulness, timidity
and fear to express himself in front of the class.

Is the idea of using puppetry in the classroom so revolutionary? No,
indeed! We are now living at the age of the audio-visual. Audio-
visual teaching, but also audio-visual entertainment, audio-visual
political or religious indoctrination are our share. We are
surrounded with tape-recorders, slide projectors, movies, video-
tapes, and above all, television sets. It is obvious that our students,
conditioned as they are by audio-visual gimmicks, would accept more
than the students of previous generations, a teaching using puppetry,
which is, as we will show later, the oldest audio-visual device used
by mankind. The television producers are aware of this ability to
cope with puppetry. Puppets play a large part in many educational
programs. Last Spring, on the C.B.S. morning news, Punch and Judy
were discussing the events of the day, and I was delighted once, by
a fascinating presentation of the problem of the S.A.L.T. discussions,
which was conducted by these two famous and ill-behaving characters
with their conventional gestures and voices. Needless to mention, the
success of Sesame Street and the 'Muppets'.

In these conditions, why don't we use puppets in our classes? In the
early times of humanity, when the great mass of the people was illiterate,
those in charge of teaching the concepts and mysteries of religion were
relying on their eloquence, of course, and it was the "audieside of their
teaching, but also were showing, one way or another, what they were talking

(1)



about, and it was the "visual" part. It is true of the Egyptians
as well as of the priests of the early Christian church. Then, to
explain and to show at the same time was, as it is now, one of the
best ways to make the people understand ... hence the sculptures,
hence the stained glass windows of our cathedrals, hence the 'tropes'
performed at the foot of the altar, hence the puppet plays.

As you know, the word 'marionette' comes from the Middle-French
'maryonette', from Marion, diminutive of Marie, the virgin Mary
being one of the main characters who appeared in the mystery plays
performed in the church on puppet stages.

Roland Sylwester, author of the interesting book The Puppet in the
Church tells us that "During the Middle Ages, puppetry became an
important means of the Christian Church in Europe in the presentation
of Bible stories to illiterate laity ..." and he adds: "So puppetry
seems to have been born out of a need for man to illustrate, to
dramatize, to influence, to communicate his religious ideas to
others."(1) Illustrate, dramatize, communicate and even influence
(why not?) ... isn't that what we are trying to do every day in
our classrooms? Isn't that, after all, what teaching is all about?

Then came the Great Gutenberg and his invention of the printing press
with mobile types. For Centuries the book became the cornerstone of
the teaching-learning process. Now the great discoveries in the field
of electronics brought what I dare to call the 'Renaissance' of the
audio-visual. Why don't we use puppets in our classes?

In fact, puppets are already used today, in many schools, in Art, in
Drama, and, of course, in Language classes (English classes as well as
Foreign Languages'). They are also used with great effectiveness in
some special institutions as a therapeutic device for speech or hearing
defects or for disturbed behavior.

I, myself, use puppets in some of my classes, and I would like to share
with you some of my thoughts and some of my experiences on that matter.

The way I developed, what I don't dare to call a 'method' was rather
empiric. Maybe, if I explain what I did and what I an doing, it will
give you some ideas which you will be able to develop a, your turn
according to your needs.

I owe the idea of using puppetry in my classes to Professor Elizabeth
Ratt4, who was, during the 60's, Chairman of the French Department of
my college. Miss Ratte used puppets in her teaching at the FLES level
in our experimental school. Before coming to St. Louis, she had been
one of the consultants who prepared the series Parlonspanpis, in

(1) The Puppetry Journal, publication of the Puppeteers of America,
volume 23, number 4, January-February 1972, pages 3 and 4
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which Mrs. Anne Slack used puppets along with living characters.
(Parenthetically I would like to point out tint, from now on, when
I will use the word 'puppet', I will mean exclusively "hand puppet",
the only sort of puppets which can be used in our classes, because
of the simplicity of their manipulation, and because of the possi-
bility, for one operatcr.alone, to handle two puppets at the same
time and to present a dialogue. The other sorts of puppets; marionettes,
rod and shadow puppets belong to the entertainment business, not to
the field of education.)

Before entering in more details, I should give you the two general
principles which guide me in my work with puppets.

The first principle is that the learning of a Foreign language should
not necessarily be a boring experience. Too often, unfortunately, it
happens to be so. I don't think that it is forbidden to present a
subject, however difficult, in a lively and attractive manner. But,
on the other hand, it is precisely because we should avoid bor2dom
at any rate, that I would recommend a cautious use of puppets. Do
not use them every day in every class!

Our teaching should not be a mere routine, we may use new tools, but
with moderation. The most important thing being, as always, to use
our creativity and imagination.

The second 'principle' or idea, if you want, is that puppets can be of
great help to overcome the timidity shown by most of the students having
to deal with a Foreign language. It is a terrible experience for most
of our youngsters, boys and girls as well, to have to express themselves
in front of the class, when they are consc4- _f their mistakes and
when pitiless eyes are fixed on them.

Every family remembers the little girl (or the little boy) who, when
asked to sing for mommy's birthday, was willing to do so, providing
that she would be allowed to hide herself behind a door or under the
huge family table? A plain sheet of cardboard, a piece of cloth or a
blanket nailed across a door frame, an overturned table, will represent
for our students what the door or the table represented for the little
girl. The student, hidden behind your 'puppet stage' will be free to
express himself in the foreign tongue, withoutrisking the ironical or
scoffing faces of his classmates.

In the use of puppets in a classroom, you will have two possible situa-
tions. Either the direct use of the puppets, by the teacher and by the
students in front of the class, or the use of a stage, the young perfor-
mers being hidden and presenting a real puppet show, simple as it may be.

How can it be done, for example, at the grade school level? The few
ideas I will submit to you are, in no way, limitative, but will rather
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give you a starting point. In my examples I will use French, because
it is the language I teach, but it is obvious that any other language
may bc. i!sed the same way.

The basic motions of the body, by which the supposed feelings or state
of mind of the puppet are translated, can be easily grasped after a
few periods of practice in front of a mirror. Affirmation and negation
IT motion of the head from top to bottom or from left to right, shyness
Jilovn by bowing the bead while the two hands are raised against the
cheeks, and so on, you will use your imagination and become an expert
rapidly!

Puppets can be used for the presentation and teaching of basic phrases.
Let's take, for example, a*lesson for beginners, devoted to the teaching
of greetings and introductions.

The instructor faces the class, having a puppet at his right hand. The
puppet bows, and the instructor, modifying his voice, but being careful
to speak, in a clear and distinct manner, says:

-Bonjour Monsieur.

The answer comes with the normal voice of the instructor:
-Bonjour Monsieur Jojo.

It is important, at the very beginning, to give the puppet, with the
concensus of the class, a proper identification which will create a
person, a friend. This character will be known and when the instructor
has any problem,tIonsieur Jojo, or whatever name was chosen, will
intervene and help. He will be part of the class ...

After greeting the teacher, the puppet will face the class, bow in front
of each student, at random, giving each of them a French name.

11.e following step will be to pass the puppet from one student to another,
and to let them repeat the sentences or phrases with the most interaction
possible. Slowly, but progressively, the dialogue can go on, with intro-
duction of new structures or concepts.

-Bonjour Marie, je suis Monsieur Jojo.
-Bonjour Monsieur Jojo.

-Je suis Monsieur Jojo, to es Marie.
-Tu es Monsieur Jojo, Je suis Marie ...

Thanks to gestures and mimicry, the verbe "etre" can be taught. The
above dialogue is, of course, only a sample of what can be done. The
presentation should be a lo*: s=ower and divided in shorter sequences.
Puppetry can be very useful too, when you have to teach things absolutely
foreign to the mind of the students. Let's take the example of the genders
of adjectives, so difficult to understand for a native English speaking
child.
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For this problem, you prepare and present simple and basic dialogues,
using two puppets, one male and one female charcter. Unconsciously
the students will associate the pronunciation of the adjectives to the
sex of the puppet. The presentation of the dialogue should be associated
with the proper mimicry: if the instructor says the word 'grand', he
should raise his arm not only high but very high. lie lowers it, if he
says 'petit'. Never be afraid to overemphasize your gestures with
puppets.

A sample of dialogue in this teaching could be as follows:
-Bonjour Monsieur Jojo, que to es petit!
-Je suis petit? Tu es petite!
-Non, je suis grande, je ne suis pas petite!
-Tu es petite, je suis grand!

The argument may go on with introduction of adjectives of which pro-
nunciation is different: gentil, gentille, laid, laide, beau, belle,
etc. The above dialogue which was not prepared with any special goal
in mind is just an example of the way the material should be presented.
The adjectives used above were chosen in order to show the contrast
between the pronunciation of masculine and feminine, contrast which
should be underlined, the students being use to our invariable Englisa
adjectives.

In the two examples above, the puppets were handled by the instructor
and then by the students, in front of the class, without any stage or
scenery.

Another way to use puppetry consists of having short dialogues memorized
by the students and presented to the class on a simple puppet stage.
Then the students are really 'performing' without all the inhibitions
I listed above. The dialogue: can be part of those found in methods
such as 'Bonjour Line' or 'Voix et Images de France', etc.

Some short French songs can also be presented this way. I prepared for
example, a puppet stage adaptation of Frre Jacques, using the basic
questions: "Dormez-vous?" "Sonnez-vous les matins ?" etc., etc. For-
give my tendency to write etc., etc., but as I said before, my purpose
in this paper is to give you some basic starting points. It is up to
you to use them and to go on.

What can we do with puppetry if we are dealing with older students? In
high school or even college, we cannot present basic dialogues, with a
childish overtone, to sophisticated students! We have to adapt ourselves
to the intellectual level of the class. But here again, puppets can be
a useful tool.

We can use them in conversation classes. Here briefly explained, is the
"method" I use:
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The instructor brings several puppets into the class. The students
select two or three of them. Then the class discusses and decides the
general line of the play which will be presented. This plot and some
details are written on the board. For example, the three characters
selected are: a young girl, a young boy and an old lady. The plot
becomes: a girl wants to have a date with a boy. Her mother doesn't
like the boy because she thinks he drinks too much ... The boy comes
to take the girl, talks to the mother, and ... Here some suspense is
managed ... the students chosen to play the roles being free to end
at their convenience.

When this preparatory work is done, the students of the first team go
behind the stage and improvise the dialogue, according to the directions
written on the board. It is the very same principle as the old Italian
Commedia De3le ArteI The entire dialogue is recorded simultaneously
on tape. When the play is ended, the tape is played back, the teacher
discussing and correcting the mistakes with the class. It is done
this way in order to let the improvisation continue without inter-

ruption, for interruptions would break the work of the imagination
of the students.

Last but not least, the puppets can be used in a literature class, for
illustration of texts such as short plays, tales, fables, short stories,
etc.

If you teach, for example, the Medieval theater, you can stage farces:
Pathclin, le Cuvier, etc.

I should admit that the staging of plays or tales is going far beyond
the simple use of puppetry in class. I indicated that, just to show you
that there are no limits to what can be done with puppets in school.

Some of the readers may think: "Fine, but how can I get some puppets?"
You will find puppets in some department stores. Companies specialized
in the selling of supplies for schools offer puppets. You can also
make puppets yourself, or have them made by your students. It can be
an excellent extra-curricular activity of your language club.

A last thought before I conclude. It is obvious that a teacher who
decides to use puppets in his class should be well prepared. However,
puppets allow some possibilities of flexibility which the conventional
audio-visual app&iches do not. An unforeseen problem, a point, diffi-
cult to explain, may arise unexpectedly. With some practice in the
use of puppets and a vivid imagination you will be able to handle the
situation and overcome the iroblem.

Using puppetry in your classroom can be a great asset in your teaching
of a foreign language. The few ideas I shared with you should be, once
again, on1y a starting point. My goal was to try to open some doors,
some paths. You should now explore them by yourselves. A very efficient
tool is within -- will you seize it?
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Frans Amelinckx
Univ. of Nebraska

A New Persnetive for Integrated Forei,;n language study

It is gener-Aly rented that intensive language programs,
ranging f in(:reaced c,,ntac.t hours to the total immersion con-
cept, stimulate and greatll increase the ax!uisition and retention
of langua::, skillr. ideal setting ani method as exemplified
by the Army ;'ne,:ialie! Prouam (AF'iP) (n-. the Civilian
Affairs Trainin4 S:hool ("Ai) have prf,ven effective in the inten-
sive teachinrr or language skills to a selected group in a control-
led situation. The features of the intensive programs are quite
simple: lan-e numbers of -ontact hc'.urs, small classes of extremely
motivated stuf:ents, an empLasis on the oral and structural aspects
of the language and concentration on only one subject.

Though highly desirable, this method has had little success
in its implementation in an academic setting: the college student,
however mr::.ivated, has his attention drawn to too many other subje-ts;
the exigenies of the curriculum make it rather difficult if not
impossible to have an intensive program modeled after the Army Lan-
guage Schools.

The only alternative has been the intensive summer programs.
These fall under three categories: the day houseer surr-er camp
geared to the high school student, the language house at the college
level, and the la:.uaE7e institute geared to postq7raduates, mainly
high school language teachers. These programs aim at being sub-
stitutes for a trip abroad for students unable to go to a foreign
country for family or financial reascns. if not as glamorous as
studies abroad, the intensive summer prozrams at least offer or a
low cost an excellent opportunity for foreign language study.

In this paper I will consider only two of the summer programs
afore mentioned: the language house and the postgraduate program.

For the last two years, the University of Nebraska has had
intensive summer programs in both Frencn and German. Since I am a
professor of French, I will limit nil discussion to that program,
although the two are similar. As it is actually set up, the program
offers the students the possibility of :ompleting the language re-
quirements of the College of Arts and Sciences in one summer session
(6 credit hours in. 5-c'f weeks) taking the equivalent of Intermediate
French under conditions providing a total immersion in the language.
Students and staff live, work, eat and participate in recreational
activities together in an effort to make the French House a total
life-learning experien:.e. The goal of the program is to increase
competence in the sturients' language skills by engaging them in a
day-to-day experience of living language with no formal division
between language instruction and the total program of activities.
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The activities on the one hand, include lan;wage instruetion,
usine: the same i.extbcoks and material as are used in all seond
year Fre:.1:h instru:tie.n at the li:Aversity, with a special emphasis
on the spoen -teeect of the lano-,u,e. A spe-:ial hourse in phoneti.s
and pronuneiatiee at an ele;r.enl.ar-; level is included in the program.
The 1:turp',.?e )f tLis course is to c:ive the stuients the means of

mistai..es before the; our and snea :i.n as well as possible.
Since la:.,-uaf:e is l)rimarily a system of sounes, it is felt the t the
students :rladc aw9re of the differen-es between Er:-.1ich aeu
French :h' neti-s a'!(1 shnwn what they have to. do to arrive at a o-
rect Fer-h pr-%nunqation. The students' prngress in spoken Fre:1:n)
both in the elasroon. and the dai.l

. livieg situations is careful l7
noted b: the staff. Any particular problems that certain students
might have are wor'eled out with the phonetics director.

On the other hand, the recreational activities serve as natural
bases for languaf:e learninc- situations and for the acquisition of a
functional voahularr of clan./ ecmmuniation: swimming, canoeing,
picniev.ing beinc-, included in the program. In the evening or during
free time opportueities arc given for playing chess, checkers or
Scrabble in French. The evening program ma! include the showing of
short documentaries on French life ant civilization, feature films,
or a pro3ram of poetr/ or Frencn music; the students are encouraged
toward the end of the session to present dramatic skits in French.
French newspapers and magazines are always available for reading
material. A short newsletter presentina the news in French is
published daily by the studeets under the supervision of a staff
member.

From the point of view of staffing the French House is under
the direction of a master teacher helped bf several staff members
and teachers' aides. All the staff members are natives or persons
with near-native proficiency. All the staff are required to live
in the French House or to be present until all scheduled activities
are over (usually at about nine o'cloclf..)

The aim of the program is to lead the students to the acqui-
sition of "liberated expression." One of the assumptions made was
that through constant and prolonged daily use of the language, the
students would absorb vocabulary, grammatical and idiomatic patterns
most i'requent in the French languaf-,e. Although no formal course in
culture or civilization was planned, the students in the French
House became cop:nizant of the deep cultural aspects of the language
and more a: :are of the cultural differences existing between the
daily life in the Midwest and the French daily life, even if it was
a simulated one.

No formal measurements were made between the achievements of
the students pacti-ipating in the Frenh House and the students in
the regular ahariemic programs: however, visiting staff members
could really note a marKed fluency in the oral and verbal expres-
sion, of the French House students. They were freer to express
their ideas and to participate in fruitful and meaningful discus -
sions.



The other aspect of intensive language programs is the one
dealing with nost:,:raduates the stpfl-er institute offered m.linly
under the ausni'es of IMEA. The purpose of these institutes was
to train, or retrain high shool teachers already in the field. As
Edward D. Allen points -Alt in his "l he Edu::ation ie-
Edue%tion of F:)reic:n lanruaue lea-hers," (1.:1,J, XLVIII, nr.) May,1900 one of the oojetives if not, the main one was remedial, up-
gradinc: the low level of proficien:f in speaking and listenin,2-,
ccwpf'eilension. It seems that a su!'stantial number of foreign lan-
guage teachers at the seondary level are ill prepared in the lan-
guage skills. Tn his book, Tea-hinn- Forell7n Lanuar;es (Harper P.:
Row, lj.9), Prank A. ISrittner writes ti.at 7t anpears safe to as-
sume that, a rather large proportion of the nation's foreign lan-
guage teachers are not very proficient in the languages they are
called upon to teach."

Several studies deal with this problem and blame the college
and university language departments for deficient or irrelevent
teacher preparation, or the lack of coordination and communication
between secondary and hir:.her education. Often the result is a
piecemeal or fragmented approach to language teaching. Many
reports and articles published in the professional journals pleadfor a close cooperation among the foreign language teachers from
FLES to graduate school..

In view of these needs and problr_ms, I would like to suggest
a program which is at present tentative: the combination of in-
tensive langua;7e programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels
into a single unified whole; i.e., combining the summer House and
the Teachers' Workshop. "his would fulfil the demand made by the
Nebraska Advisory Council in the Teaching of Foreign Languages
which states: "that the teacher training institutions take steps
to provide some means for teachers who are already in the field
and who are deficient in the competencies ... to upgrade these
competencies. This would involve offering courses, summer insti-
tutes and workshops aimed specificallj at the needs of the teacher

(Needs in the Training of leachers, A Report of Task Force
II of the Nebraska TTT Project.)

The advantages of combining the two intensive language pro-grams are obvious: the setting of the French House provides a
ready-made atmosphere where the foreign language is spoken, the
activities are already geared toward providing a functional voca-
bulary related to the students' interest, the staff basically can
be the same, the teacher aides function could be filled by the
participants in the workshop, providing them with a scholarship;
the basic reNtal fi)ms and other expenses would remain the same
if the Language House and the workshop were combined into one unit.
In short, all the social and recreational activities with minor
adjustments would greatly benefit the workshop participants.



As far as the instructional program for the workshop partici-
pants is (.or.cerned the emphasis would be on maintaining and in-
creasinn; their language skills, broadening their knowledue in the
area of culture and (:Iviliation, and integrating the various as-
pects into a unified whole which would be put into practice with
mini-lessons and interaction in the Language House.

In the area of language skills, the staff teacher would
conduct a class in advanced phonetics. At first, the stress would
be on corrective phonetics, then on comparative phonetics with the
workshop participants presenting to the elementary phonetics class
a mini-lesson under the supervision of the master teacher. The
mini- teachi: would consist of fifteen or twenty minute segments
of material related to the elementary phonetics class. The master
teacher would observe the teaching and take notes related to the
workshop p:trticipant in two areas: his command of the language
and his methodology.

In addition to phonetics, the workshop participant would be
expected to take a class in the syntepctic structures of the langu-
age, exposing him to the latest linguistic theories. This class
could be combined with a seminar discussing the approaches appli-
cable to language teaching. Individual experiences could be dis-
cussed and a meaningful dialogue established between the high
school and university teachers on some of the problems involved.
The staff would work along with the workshop participants in the
preparation of material for tne mini-lessons in second-year French.
This type of coordination would help in eliminating one of the
areas of weakness: the deficiency of some teachers in the ability
to explain and demonstrate the role syntax plays in verbal com-
munication.

The other area of interest would be the study of the cultural
aspects of a language. The purpose of the culture course would be
to teach authentic language patterns in the context of normal
cultural situations, stressing the different languages, since lan-
guages reflect the culture both through their-vocabulary and through
their structures. The empnasis in this course would be on deep
culture, taking inconsideration the distinction made by Nelson
Brooks between formal and deep culture. Generally, formal culture
(the artistic and intellectual achievements of a country) is taught,
in civilization courses and is fairly well4known by the teacher.
Deep culture (the subtleties of interpersonal relationships expres-
sed in deeds and words) is less known, unless the teacher has had
the benefit of a lengthy stay abroad. The modern concept of cul-
ture is an attempt to lead the student into a better understanding
of the daily life of a people and how they cope with the problems
of ordinary day-to-day existence. Here again the learning process
would not operate in a vacuum but be related to the daily life of
the French House and the interpersonal relationships evolving from
it.



The operation of a teacher workshop in conjunction with the
language house would greatly help in the instructional process
since it would place the workshop in a realistic classroom situa-
tion with students who need the instruction. It would enhance the
maintaining and acquisition of a functional vocabulary. It would
permit the interaction of university students with high school
teachers and the sharing of teaching experiences.

This kind of program would aid the creating of meaningful
communication between the college and high school teachers. The
high school teachers would benefit from the language expertise of
the university staff and in turn the staff would become more cog-
nizant of the problems, the needs, and the difficulties of the
language teachers in high schools.

The workshop program could be incorporated into a credit
system leaaing to the obtention of a Master of Arts in Teaching
which would be useful for the high school language teachers.

I am hopeful that this kind of integrated approach to inten-
sive language study would become a cooperative effort aimed at
improving the language programs both at the secondary and higher
education levels and would give a new perspective toward language
teaching.



THE BLOCK SYSTEM CALENDAR AND ITS EFFECT ON THE TEACHING
OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES By F. Rand Morton, Colorado College

ANOTHER DECADE HENCE, when it will be better possible to evaluate that of 1965-75,
which we arc now beginning to end, it should be interesting to attempt to discover if the
myriads of changes Education has been asked to make, and has made, during this time,

have finally affected more the content of what has been learned or the means by which the
learning has been accomplished. I want to report one change which has, I believe, in-
fluenced almost equally both the content and means -- particularly with reference to what
we normally consider elementary foreign language learning on the college level.

The change I report here is called the "block plan" or "block calendar" used presently
at my institution, The Colorado College in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Officially, it
is termed "The Colorado College Plan", but students and professors alike use the more
immediately descriptive name of "block" when referring to it. At first glance the "block
plan" does appear to he a purely mechanical change--one of eslendar alone. What has been
done, on this most obvious level, is to take the nine months that normally constitute a trad-
itional two-semester academic year, divide them into nine almost equal 'blocks" of from
fifteen to seventeen and one half class days each, to permit four and one half days to in-
tervene between each 3athdryise contiguous block, and, typically, to offer the student the
opportunity to study, during that short period, one thing only as part of one small group
under the supervision of a sole instructor. If at the end of the block the student's work
is satisfactory to the instructor, he may receive an evaluative grade and the equivalent
of 3 1/4 normal semester credit hours, nine of which may be earned in a single academic
year.

The educational philosophy, together with more pragmatic objectives held by the College
faculty, which have informed and formed the "Colorado College Plan" arc, in my opinion,
of tremendous significance to American education in generalbut there is no time to exa-
mine them here. 13riefly, however, this is what must be known of its "practical opera-
tion" to understand its implication for, and influence on, language instruction.

First: during each block period, between 8 a.m. and 3 p. m. Monday through Friday,
the typical student--all elementary language students- -are committed to one instructor
and one academic discipline with no other limitations--including even those of location ,
of instruction and, to some degree, special costs. After 3 p. m. the average student is
free to do other things - -in some cases for additional but minimal academic credit--and
always with the understanding that this "adjunct work" not jeopardize his ability to be
prepared for his full time block work the following morning. Most classes are limited
to maximums of fifteen or twenty-five. Elementary language classes rarely exceed
twenty. There is no daily schedule, as such. Instructors may require total and contin-
uous student participation from eight to three on one or more days, or none at all on
others. When class groups leave campus, they are committed to their instructor, tech-
nically speaking, around the clock. But, both on and off campus, instructors most often
let students make the decisions of what they will do, and how. In a word, the usual limi-
tations, and interferences to college level academic pursuits have, for the most part,
been removed. Those limitations that remain seem appropriate: they are simply what
the instructor wants the students to do... and what, for the most part, the students also
want to do.

There is one other limitation which, at least theoretically, should not exist but which in
practice, does most certainly for many disciplines. It is an expectational one: the
'amount" to be learned.. or, reduced to its classical formulation, the "material to be
covered". Much, if not most, of the educational justification for the "block plan" is its
ability to insure a far deeper learning experience by each student in whatever discipline
is studied---and this it unquestionably accomplishes. But "coverage" in the conventional
sense is difficult to forget--particularly in disciplines like foreign languages, and many
of us continue to accept it as a inescapable limiting factor. Since the block provides the
student with 3 1/4 normal semester hour credits it is reasonable to expect that in one
block's work the equivalent of slightly more than one normal semester's material be
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covered. Theoretically then, we should "cover" the first two years of college level
French or Spanish in four blocks - -or 14 class weeks--or a total absolute maximum of420 potential contact hours. Before I suggest how this is--or perhaps better, is notbeing done- -and what we have discovered in trying to do it, let me call attention tcirour
other specific problems in the field of language learning that language instruction underthe block system has made us face, squarely perhaps for the first time.
The most significant difference between learning (--anything--) under the block andlearning under almost any other type of academic progression is, in the case of thefirst, the apparent and relatively complete lack of what might be called "fallow time": -that purely temporal period that separates each instance of problem controntation(i. e. class) from the next. This kind of time during which, according to the currentpopular theory of psycho-cybernetics "the mind does it own thinking" and which ismost abundant within the normal context of college level study, seems non-existentto any practical degree for the student of the block system. It was the lack of this"soaking up", "subconscious mulling", "mental cud-chewing" period that had givenus, perhaps, most concern for the success of language learning under the block sys-tem. Would the time during afternoon and evening spent on other things than language
be enough? Would sleeping time be regularly useful in this respect? And if not, howmuch of the intricacy of language functioning could be mastered without it?

Perhaps a part of the same problem is a second question; How much exposure to lang-uage training can the average student tolerate on a daily basis? Some experimentation
and experience along this line was available to us, but not enough with reference to thetypical, general, college-wide language student. (Simultaneously, our colleagues inthe English department were wondering how many hours a day could one profitably readpoetry. ) Here again we will have some interesting first facts to ponder.
A third, related and very practical question: How much of that learned so quickly andintensively would remain in the verbal repertoire of our students, both during the block,and, of course, after it? Since much of what we must call learning in spoken languageacquisition is the formation of new, habits, this question quite simply becomes: canuseful language habits be formed under the contingencies of time and intensity inherentin the block system? The question implies a comparative approach, of course. Canlanguage habits be made as well under the block system as under the non-block system?Or, perhaps, better?

Finally, and perhaps most obviously, the question of the role of sequentialityrecently
the subject for research and discussion by several linguistsin effective language learn-ing. The block system, almost tautologically must encourage interruptions in what iscommonly termed "academic progression", or sequentiality, within one, or more disci-
plines. What would happen to language skills which could not be maintained between sep-arate learning blocks? It seemed at firstthat we mightbe facedwith the equivalent o:teaching a foreign language during a school year interrupted by five summers.
These questions, basic to the practicality, of language learning, had, of course, to re-main answerless until the block system was placed in operation, as it was just two yearsago this past September. In spite of the uneasiness that risk-taking often seems to elicitin the college professor, most of the language instructors at Colorado College who wereto be involved in elementary languages wereand are still, I believe--among the moreenthusiastic supporters of the plan. The excitement and challenge of being given studentsdevoted entirely to the effort of mastering a new language, of being able to take them wit h
us to France, Germany or Mexico (:as indeed we have) the opportunity for trying the newertotal immersion techniques that are only possible when a student studies only language,seemed both then, as they do now, far more promising than our doubts and ignorancecould make us fearful.
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Let me describe briefly what happens in what we ran elementary language in-
struction under the Colorado College Plan. Although all languages have had to
face the same problems already mentioned, each has responded in a different
manner, and henceforth I shall speak primarily of the area I know beat: Spanish.
I shall however try to indicate, where appropriate, those areas in which the sev-
eral language instructional programs have either most, or least in ecmnon, and
the practical results of these differences when such arc significant.

The first, and perhaps most by ious difference between language learning---and
teachingat Colorado College and elsewhere for the moment is certainly the amount
of time spent daily by both students and teachers. If approximately a week's normal
work is to be done in a single day, how, you might ask first, does an instructor of
first year college Spanish or French or German survive five hours of drill and reci-
tation daily - -no matter how small the class? And how, too, does the student... ?
We don't know, for as yet we have not tried it. For French and Spanish, at least,
we have used programmed learning materials for the most part which has freed the
instructor from most types of repetitive drill work while requiring,partieularly in
the case of Spanish - -that much of his "teaching time" be speat with individual stu-
dents, diagnosing individual problems and prescribing solutions to students' ling-
uistic problems as they arise. Since the spoken language is that receiving most
emphasis, a majority of these problems involve the formation of correct phono-
morphological habits. Since this is best done on a consultative basis, requests
for which normally originate with the student, it has see mod (in my own case)
best handled during two short periods--one in the morning and one in the afternoon- -
both together being roughly equivalent in time to the daily "office hour" that most
of us give during a normal semester. The difference between the two is however
great. The office hour (again in my own case) seemed ideal to do the teacher's
usual clerical work with few student interruptions, whereas during the two short
consultative periods there is a great deal to be done for individual students. In-
deed, for the instructor it may be the hardest hour worked each day. Not only
are there problems to he solved, advice to be given, review to be recommended
and encouragement to be offered, but there is a student-teacher relationship
which, under the block plan can often be a very strong and beneficial one. This
hour each day never seems long enough.

Another portion of the instructor's time, for Spanish, is regularly devoted to what
are termed "check points"--periods of between fifteen to twenty minutesilength
during which students in groups of two, three or, at the most four, are engaged
in active demonstration of their oral abilities learned on a daily basis with the
program. In my case, rarely do I give more than a total of one hour and a half
to this particular aspect of semi-individual oral practice. Nor is it necessary.
Since all students in any one check point group are a4wecisely the same point in
the basic program, and since each has approximately the same oral skills, voca-
bulary and reading experience, these short meetings can be highly efficently
managed with respect to maximum student participation. Typically, time flies
and there is excitement and tension.

A third easily identifiable daily portion of instructional time is the lecture or
'special topic'period. For many courses these are the only periods at which all
students enrolled in a single language course may find themselves together in
the same room, doing the same thing at the same time. These periods last ap-
proximately 40 minutes in my Spanish sections. During them we discuss aspects
of Spanish or Hispanic American history or culture, see movies or film strips,
listen to records or invited gueseswhile using Spanish to the maximum degree
possible. On Fridays we also manage to eat or drink something that a native of
Spain or Hispanic America might qualify as "pretty authentic", and which often is
concocted by group effort. When we are giving the course in Mexico, as I have
twice, this period, of course, is less useful.

The consultative-problem solving periods, together with those of the check points



-and lectures accounts for approximately three hours of the instructor's time daily. Note
that none of this time is given over to the kinds of activities traditionally associated with
the language classroom. Some of us, however, and in some courses, have also found it
useful to establish yet a fourth period, (student attendance at which is often optional)
to simply talk about the target language and compare its functioning with English. This
sometimes resembles the "grammatical explanation" of the classroom, but more oftenit reminds me of an undergraduate pro-seminar in descriptive linguistics. This periodis normally conducted in English for first and second block students, in both English and
Spanish for third and fourth. Fifth block all. There is yet one more time period which
brings students and instructor together--but, as usual., again on a one-to-one basis. In
addition to the program work assigned, students must also undertake a special, individual
project involving some phase of Spanish or Latin American civilization or (less frequent-
ly the case) the learning of additional, rather specialized skills in Spanish through the useof mini-programs. Students must make one or more appointments with the instructor to
report on project progress and be evaluated at tho conclusion of the project work. These
meetings occur most frequently toward the end of the block. They add perhaps an extra
hour of instructor's time for each student in the course--an average equivalent of 45 min-
utes more each day. Thus, the language instructor under the block plan, using program-
med materials, may be in contact with one or more students some four to five hours daily- -
precisely the number of hours he would spend in class during a week on the semester calen-
dar. Making out and correcting daily exams, preparing special materials, organizing the
lecture periods probably adds another two to three hours to his professional day. If noth-ing else, the block plan has finally made the elementary level college language teacher
work a respectable 35 to 40 hour week. And, perhaps more important, that this work
exploit for the first time his own professional skills and training.

What does the student do? It depends greatly on him. If he wishes he can work even hard-er than the instructor. If he is not so eager, he may work somewhat less--an average ofperhaps five and three-quarters hours daily - -but without fail. The work periods for the
less assiduous student might look something like this:

a) program workthrough: 2 hrs. (a. m. )
b) daily check point: 15 min. (a.m. or p.m. )
c) lecture period: 40 min. (a. m. )
d) consultation appointment or project

report: 5 min. (a. m. or p. m. )
e) test taking (programmed): 20 min. (a. m. or p. m. )
f) project or mini-program work: 25 min.
g) program workthrough: 2 hrs. (p. m. )

Total Time: 5 hrs. 45 min.

The average eager student--of whom we have many -- normally tends to put in some
8 to 10 hours of work each day, and may also work on weekends. Of course these students
normally finish all their required work early- -as much as a week or more so. They may
stop if they wish and take a longer vacation between blocks--or continue to work on the
subsequent block's materials. On the other hand, the student who either hates language.
or has no "talent" for it, will also often need to put in some 8 hours daily, and, although
;le will not finish early, he will finish. Finitlly, the student, be he "slow", "gifted" or
simply absent too long from work, who does not put in the necessary time and therefore
does not finish the required portion of the program receives no credit for that particular
block. It is not a question so much of failing Spanish as simply one of having failed to do
the necessary work.

Certainly, neither the Spanish instructor's schedule nor the student's would be viable with-
out the self-instructional programmed materials that we use. It is precisely the four hours
minimum daily drill he receives with these that allows him to learn (i. e. make habit ) most
of the Spanish or French that he does in the "first year" course, without the constant in-
tervention of the live instructor. If such drill time and monitoring time were required from
the instructor he would have little or no time to give to the individual student--as in actuality
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he does Spend most of his time. At least for Spanish we know the program seems es-
sential,for we have also taught with a conventional (and very excellent) Spanish classroom
text and to simply "get through it" on what might be called a passive basis (i. e. very lit-
tle student drill on the sending skills) all of the individualized activities of teacher and
student, possible within the programmed approach, was perforce omitted.

In the first portion of this report a number of problems or "questions" for language learn-
ing were suggested upon which some light could be thrown by our experience in teaching
language under the Colorado College Plan. Let me list them again in the light of whathas
now been said, and then give a briefin some cases still highly tentative answer--to each.
They are as follows:

1. What is the effect of lack of 'normal' , "fallow time" on the
block plan language student?

2. How many hours a day can a typical, undergraduate be expected
to study (efficiently and effectively) a foreign language?

3. How well (usefully) are language habits made and maintained under
the contingencies of "intensive" study, and how many can be made
(i. e. "coverage" )?

4. What are the problems of sequentiality?

5. What competence may be expected as compared with non-
block language study?

While the answer to the last question concerning comparative language competence gained
might be presumed to contribute to each of the preceding ones, and thus might logically be
answered first, I shall none-the-less retain its final position as I suggest answers to the
preceding questions, although I shall anticipate a part of its answer by saying now that its
comparative nature does not throw as much light on language learning under the block sys-
tem as one might expect. Turning first, then to the question that seemed to be uppermost
in our minds when we began the experiment, what indeed seems to be the effect of lack of
fallow time on the block plan language student? Measured in the ways that are available to
us, and during the relatively short time we have had, and remembering that we are con-
cerned only with what are traditionally considered the necessary skills to elementary lang-
uage learning, I must answer that its absence--if indeed it is absent--is in no way detri-
mental. Of course, we cannot be positive that there is not in fact sufficient time under the
block plan schedule for the mind to exercise its own chemistry, or mathematics, or cog-
nitive behavior in digesting, or analyzing or making thingslall into place (making habits
of thought? ) that traditionally aids the student in most learning chores. All we can know
for sure is that there has not been as much as is normally the case. Yet this obvious dif-
ference in quantity seems itself to explain some of the differences we can already note in
our first year students. For example, pronunciation skills for program taught block stu-
dents are dramatically better in general than those gained by semester taught students. Cer-
tainly, a student who spends all his time studying French or Spanish during a block would
suffer much less interference from hearing and using English. Reading skills also seem
to show significant improvement, in both speed and interest. Again, a rather obvious ex-
planation would be that it is easier to maintain accuracy in vocabulary recall during the
intensive block's work: in a word, less time for forgetting during the period that control
over vocabulary was needed. At all events, first year Spanish block students are able to
read more than, tw ice as much as our first year Spanish semester students in the past. As
the combined result of improved pronunciation and reading skills, the students' ability in
aural comprehension produces significantly higher class-average grades on the MLA-ETS
Cooperative Spanish Proficiency Exam, Level LA, than I have been able to achieve in my
past twenty years of teaching Spanish. I report these three items of a comparative nature
as examples of many of the happy effects that we had not expected. Of thewtselves they do
not prove a point for, nor against the efficacy of "fallow period". For our real concern was
simply whether language learning could proceed effectively for the average student, without
the time normally available to let this learning "sink in". And this concern no longer exists.
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We can see no detrimental effects in its (presumed) absence. Ult y are there none? Prom
our experience, from the little we know of somewhat similar undertakings in the Berlitz"total immersion? process, and other intensive language teaching programs, I would gener-
alize as follows: the kinds of habits essential in elementary oral language acquisition aremotor responses rather than cognitive ones. The articulatory habits of pronunciation; the
discriminatory habits of hearing and comprehension, the morphological habits of verb con-
jugation, noun-adjective pluralization, etc. the syntactical habits of word order, noun-adjec-tive agreement, etc. do not need fallow time for "jelling" but practice time for automatization.
This they have under the block; the fallow time they do not need they do not have, and per-haps beneficially so.

I suspect that we shall find other aspects of language learning that are not influenced by
the lack of fallow time as we continue to experiment--and indeed we may discover some
that are definitely influenced, either negatively or beneficially, by its absence. But at the
moment it seems safe to say that the exclusive and intensive elementary study of a foreign
language for a period of three and one half weeks gives good results, some superior to those
achieved under less intensive and non-exclusive study. The question regarding the long time
maintainance of these habits we will confront later in this report.

Our second worrisome question was how many hours a day could a typical undergraduate be
expected to study (efficiently and effectively) a foreign language during a three and one half
week academic block? The adjective "typical" as used in this question is important. Itsuggests, first, a student, probably a Freshman, who has had some language training before
but has not scored well enough on the MLA -ETS exam to place out of first year college language
study; who is,therefore, not a prospective language major; and who islaking languagefor
reasons which are not of great personal interest to him. On the other hand, he is reason-
ably bright, willing and motivated to do well in all the work he undertakes. The figures weneeded to answer otr question we now have. We can expect 92 percent of our students to
spend at least five hours a day, average, and complete the work of the course. Of this 92%
we can-gri-67xpect 301'0 to devote as much as eight to ten hours a day. 50% of those who com-plete the course, the "average student", works usefully some six and one half hours c day,
averaged over the seventeen and a half day period. In a word, the average student devotes
some 114 hours to language learning during a block in comparison with the 130 hours (mini-
mum) the average 5 days-per-week semester student may be calculated to spend--- and learns,it appears,rather more. I wish I could end this answer here. But I have reported only thestatistical side. There is another--that of student attitudes and evaluation. This information
we gain from the student questionnaires given at the end of each block. Here the almost unan-
imous opinion is that they have worked harder and longer than they have for any other courseexcept, perhaps, for one in their major field. And that they resent the amount of time neces-
sary. And, that while they are pleased with the amount of language they have learned, andwould recommend the course to any one else who wanted to learn the language, they them-
selved would under no circumstances undergo the same experience again! It is simply"too much work" to learn a language. College-wide statistics, however, show that the aver-age total hours worked on a weekly basis by the Colorado College block student for the pasttwo years is 24.5; while the average worked by natural science majors is 34 hours weekly,
two hours more than our average (time-wise) language student. Two explanations suggest
themselves to account for the discrepancy between hours actually worked and student eval-
uation (in both quality and quantity) of language study hours. First, of course, we know that
programmed learning, requiring some thirty to forty active student responses per minute
is far more exhausting than other types or means of shaping verbal responses. Often anhour does feel like three, and belief is far more real than fact. It is possible to say that
our students respond more than they work in other courses. AnotheT and in my opinion
more relevant, explanation considers the nature of the learning task in elementary lang-
uage instruction. In one respect the college student is sent back to grade school and asked
to again submit to the purely repetitive tasks that he was charged with there. Elementary
language learning appears to them to require no more of the cognitive skills than the mem-
orization of the addition and multiplication tables. I agree here, and am most sympathetic
with the student's attitude. It would have been much better if they could have learned Span-
ish at the same time as they did those tables. But they did not andwe must leave the matter
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there. I am not so pessimistic: as to believe that no solution exists to the problem of stu-dent. attitudes toward the value of time devoted to the formation of linguistic habits. But Isee little chance of finding it within the next year or so, either.
The third question asks how well, or how usefully, are the necessary language habits madeunder the block system, and how many can be made, during one or more block periods. Ifwe attempt to answer this question by simply comparing results of block students with pastsemester students, as measured by the MLA -ETS LA or MA exams we would have to say,as I have already suggested, that there was significant superiority for block students in.several areas. The number of habits,again that is to say, the coverage of material, how-ever, does at first glance show a most significant difference. In French and Spanish in-struction we have as yet not found it possible, or at least feasible, to "cover" (that is tosay, usefully expose the student to") as much material in four blocks as we once did infour semesters. In German, however, such an attempt is (successfully, I understand)being made. It is quite possible that the greater attention given to the purely oral-auralskills in French and Spanish make it difficult for us to do. At all events we have found ituseful-to require an additional block of language work during the traditional "first year"language curriculum, which means that we use the equivalent of three semesters to teachwhat presumably we used to teach in two. Could this additional time account for the superio-rity we seem to find in our block system language students? It is possible, but in myopinion not probable. There is, in effect, "no additional time" when compared to thesemester system. During his "first year" language work our average block student, work-ing for three semesters, invests a total of 342 hours, according to the fairly accurateaverage we have been able to calculate. The semester based student, however, in twosemesters has invested a minimum average of 360 hours. Rather than the "extra block"of time, I believe it is the intensity of the work done in it and the kind of work that theblock makes possible. As we shall begin to examine with the last two questions.

Our fourth, question asks what are the problems of sequentiality? What happens to a studentwho may spread his five blocks total of language learning over the period of four years? Ofcourse, we recommend that he not do this, but rather follow the traditional method of com-pleting all elementary and secondary foreign language work during his first two academicyears in college. Most of our students do this, but some look as if they were going to fol-low the extreme method I have just mentioned. (Weavait their presence year after next withmuch interest.) The normal and recommended progression is as follows: The first twoblocks of language (the first semester) is taken without interruption. After these two con-tiguous blocks, we recommend the student study something else for one or two blocks;returning then to take his third block (second semester) and ideally, after another one ortwo blocks intermission, return again,still during the same school yearlto take his fourth(or thitd semester) block. His fifth and last elementary language block would best comeduring the following year after he had (again ideally) had the opportunity to study in Mexicoeither during the summer or in one of the other courses offered by the college which couldusefully take place there (e. g. history, anthropology, social sciences, etc. ). There is yet
one more possibility of sequencing: to take all five blocks within the same academic yearor, for that matter, within a single semester. This has in fact been done, successfully, byone student already ...although the strain manifested by him during the last two blocks, oneof which was spent in Mexico, suggested that such a sequence is justifiable only when abso-lutely necessary.

I have not, as you may have noticed, yet answered the question--what are the problemsencountered by the student in letting, in this case, too much fallow time intervene between
intensive exposures to language learning? The problem is, of course, forgetting or, be-haviorally put, extinction of new behaviors. But, it does not happen to the degree that wehave feared, and we are very grateful. We have also taken steps to prevent it from hap-pening at all if the individual student is cooperative. All languages have provided what wecall adjunct courses to maintain language abilities learned during previous blocks, con-ducted along the lines of conversation classes, which meet once or twice a week in thelate afternoons or evenings. For some languages, like Spanish, there are also self-in-structional programs that the student may work at in the lab for a half hour daily and
maintain previously learned skills while adding others. For the adjunct conversational
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and review classes and for the programmed work the student receives credit. There arealso, of course, the language houses and language tables which provide the opportunity formaidenance but without credit. It is not surprising that students who make an effort tomaintain what they have learned do indeed maintain it. But that the student who maiws
no effort does also to a large degree (I would say roughly no less than 75 %) maintainhis skills over non-supportive periods of as many as five or six blocks (we have no casesyet of greater time without formal adjunct work), is as I said, most rewarding to us.And it is the reason I can give to explain this unlikely result that, at least for tne, repre-sents one of the major victories of the block system for language instruction. For, thesystem has forced us, primarily for reasons of sequentiality, to re-examine not only how
but what we were going to teach in each block. And we guessed that if we could teach onething well, it would stand a greater chance of being remembered, than if we taught severalthings less well. The consequences of this decision are many and varied. A good exampleof them is, however, the decision taken in regard to selection of grammatical material tobe taught in each block. In the first two blocks of elementary Spanish, for example, thestudent learns all of the basic structures of Spanish that can be used while speaking in thepresent. This, of course, includes many structures which can allude to both the presentand the past, or future. But it is only the morphology of the Spanish verb in the present
tense (both indicative and subjunctive) that is taught. Translate this into the semestersystem: if two semesters were spent only on the present forms and uses of the present
tense in Spanish would not they be better learned? Under the block system they- are, ap-parently, for they are remembered after several blocks of non-necessity for recall. Inthe third block, our Spanish student has the opportunity of reviewing the basic structureslearned in the first two blocks while :habitualizing the verb foriris for past and future .ashis sole learning task. Again, he learns well enough to absent himself for sal stantial timefrom exposure to the language, without risk of losing more than one third of what he hasbeen able to learn. To my knowledge it is the first time that the content of a languagecourse has been influenced by- the calendar on which it would be taught and has resulted
in a useful.approach to the sequencing of material to be learned that may be equally use-ful outside the block.

What, finally, are the overall results, what competence may be expected as compared
with non-block language study? With reference to the degree of competence gained asmeasured by the MLA -FATS Cooperative test scores, there seem to be dramatic gains
in all oral skills, both speaking and oral comprehension, significant gain in the reading
skills and no gain, nor loss, in the writing skills. Translating this into class-average
percentiles of the 92% who complete and therefore pas.s...the individual block courses in
Spanish, measured at the end of the first three blocksiratallain at the end of the fifth
block, MA form, they are as follows: Speaking , 95; Listening, 92; Reading, 89; Writing,
67. These averages are those of both exam levels. The MA scores individually are
significantly higher on the writing section, since most written work is done after the
third language block.

These differences, in favor of the block student, are most encouraging to us. There are,however, other differences which may, in the end, be far more important. The potential
for individualized instruction under the block system, to give the positive results that only
it, both theoretically and practically, can give is certainly one of them. This was, of course,one of the principal goals of the block-system. The results in languages (I speak only for
Spanish here) are easily measured in a purely quantititive way: We are producing more stu-
dents, more quickly, who can achieve a level of competence in one school year to be ableto major in Spanish--and we are finding more of these who actually do want to major. Also,
major or not, an interest in things Spanish seems to be heightened bY-the block experience,
for more and more students who finish their language requirements continue to enroll in
upper division classesand take interest in the Junior year abroad programs we maintain inFrance, Spain and Peru. I suppose all of this might have been predicted. Language, themost human of man's skills , is learned best on an individualized basis. The Colorado Collegeblock plan not only allows such individualization but makes it inevitable. The things our stu-dents are learning and the depth with which they arc learning in classes we still call "first yearSpanish" and "first year French" are as different from the past as are the methods and means
we are using to help them learn.
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And the learning seems at this early point to be superior in several ways, in language
studies, to thr.t one has been able to achieve on the semester system. This :act, demonstrate'!
at The Colorado College, suggests a conclusion that all of us interested in improving lang-
uage instruction might u on consider. Most simply it is this: schedules, or calendars,for learning different things may themselves well be differeng. These differences, ef-
fectively exploited, may require other changes in both content of that learned, and methods
of learning. We are at a point in time when changes in the educational process can be
made more easily and more quickly than ever before in our history. I believe we shouldcontinue to makd them- -in calendar, content and method- -for the benefit of our language
students.

Dept. Romance Languages
F. Rand Morton The Colorado College
August, 1972 Colorado Springs, Colorado
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